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Abstract: Bistable [2]rotaxanes display controllable switching properties in solution, on surfaces, and in
devices. These phenomena are based on the electrochemically and electrically driven mechanical shuttling
motion of the ring-shaped component, cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) (CBPQT4+), between a mono-
pyrrolotetrathiafulvalene (mpTTF) unit and a 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP) unit located along a dumbbell
component. The most stable state of the rotaxane (CBPQT4+@mpTTF) is that in which the CBPQT4+ ring
encircles the mpTTF unit, but a second less favored metastable co-conformation with the CBPQT4+ ring
surrounding the DNP (CBPQT4+@DNP) can be formed experimentally. For both co-conformations of an
amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxane, we report here the structure and surface pressure-area isotherm of a
Langmuir monolayer (LM) on a water subphase as a function of the area per molecule. These results from
atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) studies are validated by comparing with experiments based on similar
amphiphilic rotaxanes. For both co-conformations, we found that as the area per molecule increases the
thickness of the LM decreases while the molecular tilt increases. Both co-conformations led to similar LM
thicknesses at the same packing area. From the simulated LM systems, we calculated the electron density
profiles of the monolayer as a function of area per molecule, which show good agreement with experimental
analyses from synchrotron X-ray reflectivity measurements of related systems. Decomposing the overall
electron density profiles into component contributions, we found distinct differences in molecular packing
in the film depending upon the co-conformation. Thus we find that the necessity of allowing the tetracationic
ring to become solvated by water leads to differences in the structures for the two co-conformations in the
LM. At the same packing area, the value of the overall tilt angle does not seem to be sensitive to whether
the CBPQT4+ ring is encircling the mpTTF or the DNP unit. However, the conformation of the dumbbell
does depend on the location of the CBPQT4+ ring, which is reflected in the segmental tilt angles of the
mpTTF and DNP units. Using the Kirkwood-Buff formula in conjunction with MD calculations, we find the
surface pressure-area isotherms for each co-conformation in which the CBPQT4+@mpTTF form has smaller
surface tension and therefore larger surface pressure than the CBPQT4+@DNP at the same packing area,
differences that decreases with increasing area per molecule, which is verified experimentally.

1. Introduction

Functional nanoscale devices based on molecular machines1-7

are being developed experimentally for applications ranging

from nanoelectronics8-10 to nanomechanics.1-7,10-12 Particularly
interesting are the bistable [2]rotaxanes13 (Figure 1), which
enable controlled linear motions.14-18 We will focus on the
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redox-controllable [2]rotaxanes composed of (1) an electron-
accepting cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) (CBPQT4+) ring that
can be induced to shuttle between two electron-donating stations,
which we consider as (2) a monopyrrolotetrathiafulvalene
(mpTTF) unit and (3) a 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP) unit. The
energetically favored ground state of the rotaxane has the
CBPQT4+ ring encircling the mpTTF unit (CBPQT4+@mpTTF
co-conformation), whereas the less favored metastable state
displays the CBPQT4+ ring on the DNP unit (CBPQT4+@DNP
co-conformation). The salient feature of bistable rotaxanes is
that the co-conformation can be switched9,16-20 between the
mpTTF and DNP units by electrochemical means, thereby
inducing controlled nanometer-scale movements. Bistable [2]-
rotaxanes modified to be amphiphilic12,13,19,21-25 have been
incorporated9,13,19 as close-packed monolayers between two-

terminal electronic memory devices. These devices display
OFF-ON switching behavior between low and high currents.
The former state is stable at room temperature, whereas the latter
is only metastable,13,18,26and these two states are proposed to
be associated with the location of the CBPQT4+ ring.9,13,27

Accordingly, the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation is hy-
pothesized13,18 to have a low conductance and is thus assigned
to the OFF state of the electronic devices. The ON state, which
displays a conductance 3-10 times larger, is assigned to the
CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformation. These and other novel
features of bistable [2]rotaxanes21-25 and bistable [2]catenanes16-18

lay the foundation for many new types of molecular-level
devices, with significant efforts focusing on the generic switch-
ing behavior of molecular switches16,17,19,20,28-33 and molecular
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Figure 1. Structural formulas of the amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxanes (a) used experimentally and modeled in this study in the (b) CBPQT4+@mpTTF
co-conformation and the (c) CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformation, as well as of the blocked amphiphilic [2]rotaxanes used in the X-ray reflectivity experiments
and as model compounds for each co-conformation: (d) blocked CBPQT4+@mpTTF and (e) blocked CBPQT4+@DNP. Shuttling movement of the CBPQT4+

ring in the blocked rotaxanes is prevented on account of the additional ethyl group on the mpTTF station.
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machines34-39 from solution,12,16,17,21-23,25,40-42 embedded
in polymer electrolyte gels,43 onto surfaces,44-46 and in-
corporated18-20 into devices.

To develop nanoscale devices based on such synthetic
molecular machines, it is essential to incorporate them reliably
into integrated solid-state and “wet” devices.47-51 One promising
mode of integration is supramolecular self-organization,52-59

harnessing interfacial, intermolecular dynamic noncovalent (and
sometimes covalent) bonding interactions to form self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs)38,45,46,60-63 and Langmuir-Blodgett
(LB)44,64-67 films on various surfaces. Such self-organized
structures offer a range of benefits, and practical methods for
manipulating SAMs and LB films of various organic molecules
are well-established.68

To design any reliable devices based on such complex
molecules, it is essential to have a detailed knowledge of the

self-organized superstructures of amphiphilic bistable rotaxanes
within monolayers and how this affects the fundamental
nanoelectromechanical behavior of these rotaxanes. This would
allow the molecular architecture and its packing in a device to
be optimized to improve its performance. Unfortunately, it is
difficult to obtain from experiment such atomistic level char-
acterization of the conformation of each molecule within the
self-organized supramolecular structures. Even so, studies on
the self-assembly of rotaxanes19,38,45,60-67 are beginning to give
valuable experimental information about the conformations,25,44

co-conformations,66 and mechanical movements18,45,66within the
monolayers.

To provide such atomistic level information, we have been
developing first-principles methods to predict conformational
and structural parameters of films of rotaxanes and catenanes
and the properties (redox potentials, conductances, vibrational
frequencies, binding energies, surface tensions) associated with
such films as a function of the architecture. We expect that this
will play a vital role for rationalizing experimental results and
as a foundation for computer-guided design of next-generation
molecular switches and nanoscale devices.69 The advantage of
the simulations is that we obtain details of the structures and
properties and how they depend on architecture. The disadvan-
tage is not knowing how the experimental techniques of
synthesizing the films might bias the results. Thus it is most
valuable to find systems for which there can be such a direct
comparison, at least for a few properties. In this paper we have
chosen to model and simulate Langmuir monolayers (LMs) since
the experimental structures can be controlled, increasing the
chance that the simulations would be on the same structures as
the experiments. Again, the experiments do not lead to atomistic
level information, but the pressure as a function of area per
molecule can be measured and calculated, as can the vertical
density distribution from grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
and reflection experiments. In addition, the surface tension of
the films can be measured. All three of these properties can be
measured for both the ON and OFF states.

In this paper, we use fully atomistic molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations at 300 K to predict the structures and
properties for LMs of the amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxanes
obtained (Figure 1b,c). Here we consider amphiphilic bistable
rotaxanes that are simplifications of two different amphiphilic
rotaxanes. One rotaxane is bistable and studied using X-ray
reflectivity studies68 (Figure 1a) to obtain the electron density
distribution perpendicular to the LM. In addition, we consider
two blocked rotaxanes synthetically prepared in their
CBPQT4+@mpTTF and CBPQT4+@DNP forms in LMs (Figure
1d,e).

2. Simulation Details

2.1. Force Field and MD Parameters.In this investigation, the
structures and properties of LMs of amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxanes
were simulated in the presence of a water subphase, using MD with a
full atomistic force field. Here we employed the Dreiding force field,70

which is a generic force field well tested in our previous study for
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[2]rotaxane SAMs on Au (111) surfaces69,71 and for numerous other
complex self-organized systems.72,73The F3C water model74 was used
to describe the interactions between water molecules. For the interac-
tions between water and the rotaxanes, we used the standard geometric
combination rules for Lennard-Jones potentials. The total potential
energy is given as follows:

whereEvdW, EQ, Ebond, Eangle, Etorsion, andEinversionare the van der Waals,
electrostatic, bond stretching, angle bending, torsion, and inversion
components, respectively. The detailed force field parameters have been
reported previously.70,74

The atomic charges on the rotaxanes were assigned using the charge
equilibration (QEq) method,75 and the atomic charges of the water
molecules were taken from the F3C water model.74 The particle-
particle, particle-mesh Ewald (PPPM) method76 was used for the long-
range electrostatic interaction correction.

The simulations reported in this investigation were performed using
the canonical ensemble (NVT) MD in which the Nose-Hoover
thermostat77,78was used with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps. The equation
of motion was integrated by the Verlet algorithm79 with a time step of
1.0 fs. The MD software employed in this study was the large-scale
atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS)80,81 code
from Sandia National Laboratories which was modified to run our
Dreiding force field and has been successfully used for our various
studies.69,72,73,82

2.2. Model and MD Simulation. For our MD simulations we
modified the spacer between the mpTTF unit and the hydrophilic
stopper. The phenyl ring from the bistable rotaxane structure in Figure
1a was removed, as was the ethylene glycol linkers from the blocked
rotaxanes in parts d and e of Figure 1.

To simulate a Langmuir monolayer computationally, it is convenient
to use the two-monolayer arrangement shown in Figure 2b. As shown
in our previous study on the surfactant-mediated air/water interface,83

this symmetric configuration makes it possible to remove some
mechanical unbalance caused by the asymmetry of a one-monolayer
configuration, which may especially affect the surface tension. Another
benefit is that we can obtain two independent samplings from one
system. To determine the optimum configuration, first, we packed four
rotaxanes with spacings suitable for hexagonal closest packing but in
an orthorhombic simulation box with periodic boundary conditions
applied for all three spatial directions, as shown in Figure 2a. To
investigate the effect of the available packing area on the structures
and properties of the LMs, we prepared monolayers with various surface
areas, ranging from 124.71 to 312.64 Å2/molecule, by setting the value
of unit cell parametersa ) b (Figure 2a) to various values between 12
and 19 Å. We then minimized the energy to relax this rotaxane
monolayer within the dimensions of the fixed simulation box. Next
we placed this rotaxane monolayer on top of water with the same cell

parameters and energy-minimized to obtain a good interaction between
each rotaxane monolayer and the water subphase. For the air phase in
this study, we used a vacuum as in our previous study73 as well as
studies by other groups84-95 because the current simulated system with
∼70 000 Å3 of air phase allows just one or two gas molecules under
the atmospheric condition at 300 K.

After this initial configuration was prepared, we equilibrated the
system (Figure 2b) by carrying out NVT MD simulations at 300 K for
1 ns. After this equilibration, we carried out another 4 ns of MD
simulation for each co-conformation for each fixed packing area to
obtain the data for our analyses. Table 1 summarizes the composition
of the simulations and the dimension of each simulation box. Figure 3
shows the snapshots of equilibrated monolayer superstructures of each
simulation box.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electron Density Profiles. In this investigation, we
calculated the electron density profiles for the simulated LMs
on a water subphase. Since this electron density profile has been
determined experimentally by X-ray reflectivity measurements,
it is possible to compare our prediction directly with the
experimental observations. For this analysis, we sliced the
simulated system into 1.5 Å thick slabs parallel to thexy plane
(and water surface) and calculated the electron density in each
slab using eq 2,

whereF(z) andF0 are the electron density of each slab atz and
the electron density of the bulk water phase, respectively, and
Vslab is the volume of the slab.ni is the number of electrons
belonging to atomi in the slab atz, andδi is the atomic partial
charge of atomi calculated by the QEq method.75 In Figure
4a,b, we display the electron density profiles of the sim-
ulated LMs for both co-conformations of the rotaxane,
CBPQT4+@mpTTF (Figure 1b) and CBPQT4+@DNP (Figure
1c), with packing areas of 194.86 Å2/molecule (the system of
15× 15). We found that the electron density profile calculated
for the simulated LM (thick solid line with solid squares in
Figure 4a,b) agrees very well with the experimental profiles96

(thick gray dashed line in Figure 4a,b) obtained from the LM
with a similar packing area (ca. 180 Å2/molecule).97 We believe
that this agreement of our simulation with the experimental
observation supports the validity of our simulated model.
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A benefit of thesimulatedelectron density profiles is that
the overall electron density profile can be decomposed into the
contributions from each component, as shown in Figure 4c, and
we thereby can elucidate how the amphiphilic bistable [2]-

rotaxane molecules self-organize in the LM at a given packing
area at the air-water interface. In this computational study, we
have defined the thickness of the LM as the distance between
the two heights where the electron density of rotaxane mono-
layer is 10% of its maximum value (Figure 4c). Figure 5 shows
the change of electron density profile for both co-conformations
as a function of the packing area. From the simulations, we
have found that, although the peak position in the electron
density profile is different between the two co-conformations,
this difference disappears with increasing area per molecule.
The overall electron density profiles are very similar for both
co-conformations over the whole range of packing areas
characterized in the simulations. Hence, one co-conformation
may not be so distinguishable from the other one when
comparing the overall electron density profiles obtained from

Figure 2. (a) Preparation of initial configuration of rotaxane monolayer. A hexagonal closed packing mode is retained in an orthorhombic simulation box
consisting of four independent rotaxane molecules. (b) System configuration simulated in this study. Presented is the case of 169.74 Å2/molecule (14× 14).

Table 1. Simulation Results on the Doubled Langmuir Monolayers
in Which Each Systems Has Two Monolayers with Four Rotaxane
Molecules Packed Hexagonally, as Shown in Figure 2

system
a ) b

(Å)
Lx

(Å)
Ly

(Å)
Lz

(Å)
no. of water
molecules

area/molecule
(Å2)

12× 12 12 20.78 24.0 200 800 124.71
13× 13 13 22.52 26.0 1010 146.36
14× 14 14 24.25 28.0 1246 169.74
15× 15 15 25.98 30.0 1498 194.86
16× 16 16 27.71 32.0 1854 221.70
19× 19 19 32.91 38.0 2514 312.64
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the X-ray reflectivity experiments. In this simulation study,
however, by focusing on the contributions of each component,
such as the mpTTF and DNP units and the CBPQT4+ ring, the
similar overall profiles can be resolved and only then can we
characterize the structural differences between the two co-
conformations, CBPQT4+@mpTTF and CBPQT4+@DNP. Table
2 summarizes all the information from the LM on water for
both co-conformations at different packing areas.

It is obvious from an inspection of the data in Table 2 that
the thickness of the LM decreases with increasing area per
molecule, indicating that the rotaxane molecules, in the mod-
erately compressed monolayers, are tilted down onto the water
surface. Similar changes of the LM electron density profiles as
a function of the area per molecule were observed experimen-
tally by X-ray measurements96 on LMs (Figure 1a) at 180, 265,
and 470 Å2. A point of interest here is that the LM thicknesses
are very similar, irrespective of the co-conformation. Similarly,
we observed the same feature in a related study69 on SAMs of
bistable [2]rotaxanes on Au (111) surfaces. Therefore, we

confirm again that shuttling of the CBPQT4+ ring between
mpTTF and DNP units is not necessarily accompanied by
significant dimensional changes of the monolayers’ superstruc-
tures, a finding that may be important in the fabrication and
operation of solid-state devices.

Next, we investigated the change in the relative positions of
mpTTF and DNP along thez-axis direction within the LM as
a function of packing area. From Table 2, it is noticeable that
the difference (∆z) between the DNP and mpTTF units
decreases for both co-conformations as the area per molecule
increases, an observation which is consistent with the decreasing
trend in the LM thickness. A somewhat interesting feature is,
however, the fact that the∆z for the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-
conformation is larger than that for the CBPQT4+@DNP one,
a divergence which becomes more distinguished as the packing
area decreases, so that the difference (∆ZCBPQT@mpTTF -
∆ZCBPQT@DNP) is increased. We think that such difference is
attributed to the different solvation of the LMs in the two co-
conformations.

Figure 3. Snapshots of the equilibrated systems with various area per molecule summarized in Table 1 for the cases of CBPQT4+@mpTTF. The cases of
CBPQT4+@DNP have similar feature in such snapshots.

Table 2. Structural Information of Amphiphilic Bistable [2]Rotaxane Langmuir Monolayers on Water

system

12 × 12 13 × 13 14 × 14 15 × 15 16 × 16 19 × 19

area/molecule (Å2) 124.71 146.36 169.74 194.86 221.70 312.64

LM thickness (Å) @mpTTF 44.2 42.5 41.1 40.4 36.8 36.6
@DNP 43.3 41.0 42.3 40.5 37.1 36.7

∆z (Å) (DNP - mpTTF) @mpTTF 10.5 9.0 8.5 8.0 7.5 7.5
@DNP 9.0 8.0 7.5 6.0 5.5 4.5

position of CBPQT4+ (Å) @mpTTF 39.0 36.0 34.5 34.5 34.5 32.5
@DNP 43.5 40.5 38.0 37.0 36.5 34.5

water level (Å) @mpTTF 47.5 46.0 44.5 42.5 42.0 41.5
@DNP 55.1 50.1 37.5 46.1 45.1 43.1
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The positions of the CBPQT4+ ring and the PF6- counterions
were analyzed in a similar manner. It is observed (Figures 4
and 5) during 4 ns MD simulations that the CBPQT4+ rings,
together with the PF6- counterions, stay on the mpTTF and on
the DNP for each co-conformation, CBPQT4+@mpTTF and
CBPQT4+@DNP, respectively. This information on the posi-
tions of the counterion (PF6-) is especially important because
the counterions sustain this kind of supramolecular self-
assembled structure by screening the repulsive charge-charge
interaction between the charged entities through pairing with
the CBPQT4+ ring. Otherwise, the electrostatic repulsion would
break the self-assembled feature. In this context, we may raise
a related question about the behavior of the counterion during
the shuttling movement of the CBPQT4+ ring, which we
reasonably expect should affect the kinetics of the transition
between the stable state and the metastable one. We have to
leave this question for future study since in this study we focus
only on the structures and properties of the two states. The DNP
unit is situated at the upper site in the molecular structure of
the [2]rotaxane (Figure 1a,b), and so thez coordinate of the
CBPQT4+ ring is higher in the CBPQT4+@DNP co-conforma-
tion than it is in the CBPQT4+@mpTTF, a property which is
reflected by the rotaxane’s component peak positions in the
overall electron density profile. However, as the area per
molecule increases, thez coordinate of the CBPQT4+ ring

becomes similar for both co-conformations on account of the
molecules’ tilting and folding behavior (see Table 2). This
observation is also consistent with the change in the LM
thickness as a function of packing area.

Other important factors are the water level and the mono-
layer’s degree of hydration, both of which are related to the
solvation of the LM. In this study, we have defined the water
level as thez coordinate of the position where the electron
density of water is 10% of bulk water density (Figure 4c). The
amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxane was designed (Figure 1) to bear
a bulky hydrophobic tetraarylmethane stopper at one end of the
dumbbell and, at the other end, a bulky hydrophilic dendritic
group. Thus, these constituents impart surfactant-like charac-
teristics to the [2]rotaxane. By partitioning a whole rotaxane
molecule into four important partssthe hydrophilic dendritic
endgroup (Dend), mpTTF, DNP, and the hydrophobic tetraaryl-
methane endgroup (TAM) (Figure 6a,b)swe can appreciate that
the shuttling of the CBPQT4+ ring between the mpTTF and the
DNP units causes a change in the hydrophilic/hydrophobic
sequence in the [2]rotaxane molecule. In other words, for the
CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation, the sequence of the
component parts defines a bipolar arrangement (hydrophilic
Dend endgroup/hydrophilic CBPQT 4+-on-mpTTF/hydro-
phobic DNP/hydrophobic TAM endgroup), whereas the hydro-
philic part and the hydrophobic part are of an alternating

Figure 4. Normalized electron density profiles calculated from our simulations for CBPQT4+@mpTTF and CBPQT4+@DNP with 194.86 Å2/molecule (15
× 15) packing. Here, the values were normalized by the electron density of bulk water phase (F0), so that the water phase has the value of 1.0.
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sequence for the CBPQT4+@DNP (hydrophilic Dend end-
group/hydrophobic mpTTF/hydrophilic CBPQT 4+-on-DNP/
hydrophobic TAM endgroup). Hence, to solvate the hydrophilic
CBPQT4+ ring and its counterions, therefore, the water has to
rise up to its position through the LM. We found (Table 2) that
the water level for the CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformation is
higher by∼10 Å than for the CBPQT4+@mpTTF one at the
packing area of 124.71 Å2/molecule, but such differences in
the water level become smaller as the area per molecule
increases, a phenomenon which is also a consequence of the
molecular tilt of the rotaxane.

We believe that these results also explain why the∆z (DNP-
mpTTF) is smaller (Table 2) for the CBPQT4+@DNP co-

conformation than for the CBPQT4+@mpTTF one. First, for
the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation with the bipolar
sequence, the rotaxane molecules behave like a surfactant since
the hydrophilic dendritic group and thehydrophilic CB-
PQT4+-on-mpTTF tend to be solvated by water andthe
hydrophobic partsare not. By contrast, for the CBPQT4+@DNP
co-conformation with the alternating sequence, thehydrophilic
dendritic group and thehydrophilic CBPQT 4+-on-DNP are
separated byhydrophobic mpTTF, so that the DNP unit in a
rotaxane tends to tilt down on the water surface to maximize
the favorable contact between thehydrophilic CBPQT 4+-on-
DNP andwater. We believe that this explanation is the reason
that the∆z (DNP-mpTTF) for CBPQT4+@DNP is smaller than

Figure 5. Evolution of electron density profiles as a function of area per molecule. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.
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that for CBPQT4+@mpTTF, as summarized in Figure 6c. These
structural models of the loosely compressed LMs in Figure 6
agree well with qualitative models that have been suggested
previously based on LM isotherm44 and surface X-ray96 studies.

The degree of hydration was also calculated by counting the
number of water molecules in the rotaxane LM above thez
coordinate, where the water electron density is less than that of
bulk water. The number of water molecules increases (Table
3) as the packing area increases for both co-conformations,
demonstrating that larger packing area per molecule densities
provide more space within the LM to accommodate more water
molecules in order to solvate the hydrophilic CBPQT4+ ring
and its counterions. This result is also in good agreement with
the experimental observations. Another point of note is that, at
the same packing area per molecule, the number of water
molecules is almost the same for both co-conformations. From
this observation, the degree of hydration at a given packing area
seems to be dominated by the hydrophilic/ionic components,
namely the CBPQT4+ ring and its counterions.

3.2. Tilt Angles for the Rotaxane.The typical equilibrated
conformations (Figures 3 and 7) of the rotaxane in the LMs
reveal that, since the rotaxane’s backbone is flexible, it can adopt
an enormous variety of conformations, and so there seems to
be no unambiguous way to define molecular tilt angle. Thus,
to evaluate the whole molecular tilt of the rotaxane in the LM
quantitatively, we define (Figure 8a) the molecular tilt angle as

Figure 6. Schematic presentation of amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxane with unit hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity.

Table 3. Numbers of Water Molecules per Rotaxane Molecule
within Each Langmuir Monolayer on a Water Subphase

no. of water molecules/rotaxanea

system
area/molecule

(Å2) CBPQT4+@mpTTF CBPQT4+@DNP

12× 12 124.71 11.26 11.27
13× 13 146.36 21.32 22.26
14× 14 169.74 26.94 27.46
15× 15 194.86 35.68 35.60
16× 16 221.70 37.00 36.96
19× 19 312.64 60.46 60.69

a The number of water molecules in each rotaxane LM was counted from
where the water electron density is less than that of the bulk water phase.
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the angle between the surface normal and the longest principal
axis of moment of inertia. From Figure 9a, we can see that the
CBPQT4+@mpTTF and the CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformations
show almost the same change in the molecular tilt as a function
of the packing areasfirst, the tilt angle gets smaller with
decreasing area per molecule, and second, the magnitude of the
tilt angle is practically the same for both co-conformations at
the same packing area. Another interesting point, illustrated in

Figure 9a, is that the molecular tilt angle decreases significantly
in the range from∼200 to ∼140 Å2/molecule as the LM is
compressed. We suspect that such a big change in tilt angle is
significant and that it is related to the structural transition of
LM from the liquid expanded phaseto the liquid condensed
phase. This hypothesis is also consistent with the experimental
isotherms for rotaxanes in Figure 1a-c, where phase transitions
are observed at mean molecular areas close to 160 Å2,
corresponding to the 14× 14 system.

In this investigation, we also analyzed the conformation of
the rotaxane by introducing two unit tilt angles as a means of
visualizing and registering how the orientations of the mpTTF
(the angle between the surface normal (z-axis) and the central
carbon-carbon bond vector of mpTTF) and the DNP (the angle
between the surface normal and the oxygen-oxygen vector of
DNP) units change (Figure 8b) as the monolayer is compressed.
The behavior of these unit tilt angles is found to be more
complicated (Figure 9b) than that for the entire rotaxane. We
have found that, for both co-conformations, the unit encircled
by the CBPQT4+ ring has a small tilt angle, while the other
unit has a significantly larger tilt angle. Interestingly, this
difference in the unit tilt angles between mpTTF and DNP units
decreases from 90° to 40° for the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-
conformation, and from 70° to 5° for the CBPQT4+@DNP co-
conformation, as the area per molecule increases. These findings
suggest that the CBPQT4+ ring places constraints on the packing
arrangements that are accommodated by significant conforma-
tional folding of the remaining part of the rotaxane’s backbone.
From these unit tilt angles, we see that the amphiphilic rotaxane
molecule adopts (Figure 7) a highly folded conformation, even
at the small area per molecule. Another feature of note in Figure
9b is that, at the same packing area, such internal differences
in unit tilt angles are smaller for the CBPQT4+@DNP than for
the CBPQT4+@mpTTF. From these results, we may infer two
points. First, although we do not see the actual shuttling motion
of the CBPQT4+ ring between the mpTTF and DNP units during
a 4 ns MD simulation, the shuttling should be somewhat easier

Figure 7. Typical conformations of rotaxane from the equilibrated Langmuir monolayer systems with the corresponding area per molecule.

Figure 8. Tilt of (a) the whole rotaxane molecule and (b) the DNP and
mpTTF moieties.L3 denotes the longest principal axis of the moment of
inertia, and L12 ) (L1 + L2)/2.
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in the co-conformation CBPQT4+@DNP than in the
CBPQT4+@mpTTF one because the unit tilt angle difference
is smaller for the former co-conformation than for the latter.
This observation means that, from the viewpoint of the rotaxane
conformations, the switching-off action, corresponding to the
movement of the CBPQT4+ ring from the DNP to the mpTTF
station in LB-based molecular electronic devices, would be
easier than the switching-on motion from the mpTTF to the
DNP station, a process that requires considerably more con-
formational rearrangements. Second, the shuttling movement
is also easier at a larger area per molecule (lower packing) than
at a smaller one (higher packing) because the unit tilt angle
difference is smaller at larger area per molecule than at smaller
area per molecule.

3.3. Surface Pressure-Area Isotherms.Here, we report the
theoretically predicted surface pressure-area isotherms for the
amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxanes in comparison with the
experimental ones. The definition of surface pressureΠ is

whereσ0 andσ are the surface tension of the air/water interface
and of the air/rotaxane/water interfacial system (Langmuir
monolayer), respectively. To calculateσ0 and σ, using the
following definition,

we sliced the system into slabs with 1.5 Å thickness parallel to
the xy (water) plane and calculated the normal and tangential
components of the stress (PN(z) andPT(z)) of each slab using
the Kirkwood-Buff theory:9898

whereL is the dimension of the system in thez-axis direction,
F(z) andVslab denote the density of the slab atz and the slab
volume, respectively, andkB andT are the Boltzmann constant
and the absolute temperature, respectively. Angle brackets mean
an ensemble average of all atoms located in the slab atz. rij, xij,
yij, and zij are the distances between the atoms and their
coordinate components, respectively, andu(rij) is the potential
energy of the atomic pairi and j. Using this method with MD
simulations in our previous study,73 we could obtain the surface
tension (interfacial tension) values for the interfacial systems
such as air/decane (21.77( 2.31 dyn/cm; exp.99 23.20 dyn/
cm), air/water (70.94( 2.25 dyn/cm; exp.100,10171.71 dyn/cm),
and decane/water (54.70( 3.62 dyn/cm; exp.102 51.72 dyn/
cm).

The surface tension-area and surface pressure-area iso-
therms are presented in Figure 10. First, it is clearly observed
(Figure 10a) that the surface tension (σ) increases with increas-
ing area per molecule, so that the value ofσ approaches the
bare water surface tension (at 300 K,σ0 ) 70.94 dyn/cm in
our simulation and 71.71 dyn/cm in the experiments) in the
range of dilute surface concentrations. This behavior is a
common one for the surface tension observed in simple
amphiphilic molecules, such as surfactants. A point of interest
here is that the surface tension of the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-
conformation is smaller than that of the CBPQT4+@DNP at
the same area per molecule, an observation which is reflected
directly in the surface pressure-area isotherm (Figure 10b) since
these two isotherms are equivalent by definition as in eq 3. For

(98) Kirkwood, J. G.; Buff, F. P.J. Chem. Phys.1949, 17, 338-343.
(99) Jasper, J. J.J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data1972, 1, 841-1009.
(100) Tsierkezos, N. G.; Molinou, I. E.J. Chem. Eng. Data1998, 43, 989-

993.
(101) Alvarez, E.; Rendo, R.; Sanjurjo, B.; Sanchez-Vilas, M.; Navaza, J. M.

J. Chem. Eng. Data1998, 43, 1027-1029.
(102) Zeppieri, S.; Rodriguez, J.; de Ramos, A. L. L.J. Chem. Eng. Data2001,

46, 1086-1088.

Figure 9. Change of tilt angle as a function of packing for (a) the whole
rotaxane molecule and (b) the mpTTF and DNP units. Solid symbol denote
the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation and open symbols denote the
CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformation.
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comparison, we present the experimental isotherms of the
bistable rotaxane (Figure 1a) and two rotaxanes (Figure 1d,e)
that serve as control systems wherein the CBPQT4+ ring is
blocked sterically around the mpTTF or DNP unit, respectively.
Because it is challenging to obtain/retain the CBPQT4+@DNP
co-conformation of bistable rotaxanes (Figure 1c) on pure water
subphases without the use of oxidants, these blocked rotaxanes
provide a model for the CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformation.
Comparison of the theoretically predicted surface pressure-
area isotherms with the experimental results shows good
qualitative agreement with experiment, namely that the
CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation has larger surface pres-
sures than the CBPQT4+@DNP one at the same packing area.
We consider this agreement as a general support of the validity
of our simulations.

At this point, it is of interest to ask why the surface tension
of the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation is smaller than that
of the CBPQT4+@DNP one. A previous investigation69 on a
bistable [2]rotaxane self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on a Au
(111) surface, in which similar molecular structures were used
with the exception that the “parent” TTF unit was present rather
than the mpTTF one, recorded similar results. The surface
tension of the CBPQT4+@TTF co-conformation is smaller than
that of the CBPQT4+@DNP one, a finding that can be explained
by the difference in charge delocalization between these two
co-conformations. Since the charge distribution is more ef-
ficiently delocalized in the CBPQT4+@TTF co-conformation
than in the CBPQT4+@DNP one, on account of the more
favorable intramolecular charge-transfer interactions, the former
is less polar than the latter, a situation which affects the
intermolecular interaction between individual rotaxane mol-
ecules, leading to a lower surface tension for the CBPQT4+@TTF
co-conformation.

In the present investigation, however, it should be noted that
the LM consists of not only the rotaxane molecules but also
water molecules from the subphase (as shown in Figures 2-5)
and, furthermore, the LM’s surface tension is produced as a
consequence of these integrated structures, while the SAM
system consisted of only rotaxanes chemisorbed on a Au surface
without being mixed with water. Therefore, the surface tension
of the LM must be understood in the context of how the rotaxane
molecules incorporate water into the LM through the unit
sequence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic units, as well as how
individual rotaxane molecules interact with their neighboring
rotaxane molecules in such a self-organized structure. Since the
bipolar hydrophilic/hydrophobic unit sequence of the
CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation has a greater surfactant-
like character than the unit sequence associated with the
CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformation, it is also reasonable to infer
that the former can reduce the water surface tension more
efficiently than the latter. We expect, therefore, that at larger
area per molecule values, the surfactant-like properties of the
particular co-conformation will take a dominant role in deter-
mining the surface tension of rotaxane LMs on water, while
the intermolecular interactions, depending on the charge de-
localization within the rotaxane molecule, become important
with smaller packing area per molecule densities and also when
the number of water molecules in the rotaxane LM decreases.

4. Summary

Using a fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulation, we
have predicted the structure and surface pressure-area isotherms
of amphiphilic bistable [2]rotaxane Langmuir monolayer on
water subphase.

From the simulated structures of the Langmuir monolayers,
we have obtained the electron density profiles as a function of
the monolayer packing area. They show good agreement with
the experimental ones obtained from the X-ray reflectometry.
We found that the LMs of the CBPQT4+@mpTTF and
CBPQT4+@DNP co-conformations exhibit similar shapes for
their overall electron density profiles. We have also found that
the thickness of the LM decreases similarly for both co-
conformations as the area per molecule increases, since the
molecular tilt increases, as shown by the tilt angle analysis.
Interestingly, the thickness of the LM was almost the same for
both co-conformations at the same packing area.

Figure 10. Change in surface tension and surface pressure as a function
of area per molecule.
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Although both co-conformations of the LM systems have
similar dimensions at the same packing area and similar in-
plane expanding behavior with increasing area per molecule,
we found distinct features by decomposing the overall electron
density profile into the components’ contributionssthe distance
in z-axis direction between the mpTTF and DNP (∆z) units,
the position of CBPQT4+ ring, and the water level. In contrast
to the common feature for both co-conformations, namely that
the∆z decreases with increasing area per molecule, the∆z for
the CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation is larger than that for
the CBPQT4+@DNP one, a trend which becomes clearer as the
area per molecule increases. This difference of∆z between the
two co-conformations is rationalized by considering the hydro-
philic/hydrophobic sequence of the units in the rotaxane
molecule. Thus, the position of DNP in the CBPQT4+@DNP
co-conformation with the alternating sequence is lowered
relative to the CBPQT4+@mpTTF one in order to be favorably
solvated by water. We also found that during 4 ns MD
simulations, the CBPQT4+ ring stays located on the electron-
donating unitssthe mpTTF unit for CBPQT4+@mpTTF and
the DNP unit for CBPQT@DNP. Therefore, the position of the
CBPQT4+ ring is higher in the CBPQT4+@DNP co-conforma-
tion than in the CBPQT4+@mpTTF one since the position of
the DNP unit is higher than that of mpTTF in the rotaxane
backbone. However, this feature disappears as the molecular
tilt increases with increasing area per molecule.

At the same area per molecule, the average molecular tilt
seems to be the same for both co-conformations. Regardless of
the configuration, the molecular tilt increases as the area per
molecule increases. Specifically, it changes significantly over
the range from∼200 Å2/molecule to∼140 Å2/molecule, where

the LM seems to undergo a transition between the liquid
expanded phase and the liquid condensed phase. We also
analyzed the unit tiltsthat is, the tilt of the mpTTF and DNP
units relative to the surface normalsand found that the tilt angle
of the unit with the CBPQT4+ ring is smaller than that of the
other unit that carries no ring, and this difference decreases with
increasing area per molecule.

We have calculated the surface pressure-area isotherms for
each configuration using the Kirkwood-Buff formula and
found good agreement with the experimental ones: the
CBPQT4+@mpTTF co-conformation has smaller surface tension
(larger surface pressure) than the CBPQT4+@DNP one, at the
same packing area, and this difference decreases with increasing
area per molecule. We believe that these isotherms are affected
by the unit sequence in rotaxane molecules, a structural feature
which determines how the water is incorporated within the
rotaxane LM.
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